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After saying that, omi walked out of the room.

Master Ima Xia, Yun Zi, and Yun Meng were waiting anxiously outside.

“Husband, you can come out, if you don’t come out we’ll have to go in and wake you up.”Yun Zi was
busy.

“What time is it now?”Don Zimmer asked.

“Nine o’clock in the morning.”

“It’s only nine o’clock in the morning, what’s the hurry, take me for a shower, change my clothes and
dress up before we leave.”omi said.

Yun Meng said, “I heard that since yesterday, the Battlefield of the Thunderbolt Duel has been
crowded, and I’m afraid it’s even more crowded now, everyone is waiting for you, you’re still in the
mood to shower and dress up.”

omi said, “How could I not be in the mood, today is destined to be the day that my fame will be famous
in the Upper Yama Continent, shouldn’t I appear in front of everyone with a better image.”

After saying that, omi immediately went to take a bath, and omi commanded, “Yun Zi, help me prepare
some dashing and handsome clothes, I was at least a national handsome man in the mortal world, after
coming to the immortal world, I haven’t paid much attention to my image, and it’s time to regain my
glory.”

“Yes, Husband.”

Half an hour later, omi finished his bath and was dressed in a handsome outfit, his hair was also
re-groomed, his hair had always been coiled down before, it was more casual and sloppy, but now, it
was completely different, it felt like a new person. One Second Remember to Read the Book

“Wow.”Yun Meng was stunned when she saw omi walk out.

Although Yun Meng had known before that omi was quite good-looking, she had never thought that
he would be so handsome today.

“Husband.”Yun Zi looked at the new-look omi, an impulse within her was surprisingly desirable.

Master This Summer smiled, “Disciple, I didn’t expect that you would be so beautiful with your hair
tied up, a good grooming and a decent change of clothes.”

“I told you, I’m going to present myself with a new look today.”

“Hehe, that’s really handsome, even Master would want to marry you if he saw you.”



omi had a chill.

However, omi looked at Yun Meng’s eyes that were looking at him obsessively at the moment, and
understood at once.

At this moment, Yun Meng looked at omi infatuated, Yun Zi had the feeling of pouncing on him.

“Alright, don’t look.”

“Ah.”Yun Meng panicked and reacted, her face reddened.

“Let’s go.”omi leapt and flew.

Right now, at the Breaking Duel Battlefield.

It was already crowded, more crowded than ever before.

“It’s almost ten o’clock, why hasn’t Zhou Mi come yet.”

The crowd was discussing.

In one corner of the dueling battlefield, Mei Tianqing and his grandfather, were sitting in a makeshift
shed.

Mei Tianqing’s grandfather, Mei Seed, instructed, “Tianqing, today is your chance to prove yourself,
and at the same time, your chance to show yourself to Master Tianxiang, understand?”

“Grandpa, don’t worry, I will let Tian Xiang see my Mei Tian Qing’s elegance, I will let her, see my
elegance and fall in love with me forever.Don’t you see, grandpa, I purposely had my servant help me
dress up properly today?”

“Hehe, I said why are you looking more comfortable today than usual, so you’ve dressed up a bit.”

“Haha, grandpa, for me today, dueling with Zhou Mi is secondary, the most important thing is meeting
with Master Tian Xiang, I must appear in front of her as the most handsome image ah.”

“You kid, you’re enlightened, let grandpa see, well, it’s handsome, grandpa is going to fall in love with
you when he sees it.”

“Hahaha.”

In the other corner.

Tian Xiang’s master, Green King, had also already brought Tian Xiang with him.

At this moment, the Green King was a bit dissatisfied, “Tianxiang, didn’t I tell you to dress better?Look
at you, on such an important day, you’re deliberately dressed up in a mess, you’re so angry with me.”

Tian Xiang said, “Master is talking nonsense, I’m dressing up exactly on purpose today.”

“Look at yourself, what you’re wearing, I’ve told you that after the duel, you’ll have a formal meeting
with Mei Tianqing, you’re down.”



“I’m already dressed the best anyway.”Tian Xiang said with a hard mouth, in fact, Tian Xiang was
deliberately dressed ugly in order to make Mei Tian Qing look bad for her.

“Just kidding, you’re naturally beautiful, no matter how you dress, you can’t hide your magnificent
beauty.”Green King sighed.

Ten minutes later, suddenly, someone shouted, “Zhou Mi is here.”

“Zhou Mi is here.”

Everyone immediately looked to the distant sky.

Sure enough, a handsome man dressed in formal attire flew in with a man and two women, the man
was Master This Summer, and the women were Yun Zi and Yun Meng.

Everyone opened their eyes wide when they saw omi.

“Wow, so handsome.”

“I never thought that Zhou Mi would be so handsome after changing his hairstyle today.”

Especially many of the girls on the scene, immediately spent, feeling a heavenly beautiful man, falling
from the sky, those girls, unblinkingly looking at omi, their hearts pounding non-stop.

At this moment, Master Heavenly Fragrance also looked up, omi had already reached the front.

“Er.”Master Tianxiang was startled, seeing the handsome and imposing omi, and was somewhat
stifled.

“This.”Master Tianxiang felt that omi wasn’t this handsome before, but today, with a new hairstyle, it
wasn’t even like the same person.

Master Tianxiang looked at omi, suddenly all a little heartbeat, omi’s strong, manly body, fluttering
imagination, the body are like ants biting.

Master Tianxiang hurriedly averted his eyes, not daring to look too much.

When he reached the front, omi was instantly standing in the ring.

omi shouted, “Is Mei Tianqing here?Please come out.”

However, a group of women under the ring shouted, “Wow, he’s really handsome, I’m about to be
overwhelmed.”Perhaps, this group of girls, who were not even listening to omi, were just staring at
omi’s handsomeness.

“Ahem.”omi felt a little uncomfortable with so many girls staring at him obsessively, coughed twice,
and asked, “Is Mei Tianqing here?”

“I’m coming too.”Just then, a blast was heard and a figure flew out, it was Mei Tianqing.

Mei Tianqing had purposely dressed up today, but a toad was still a toad no matter how it was dressed
up, especially when standing next to the prince, the toad’s features were even more obvious.

“Fuck.”Mei Tianqing saw omi and felt ugly herself.



In the crowd, Master Tianxiang asked, “Master, that’s Mei Tianqing, isn’t it.”

“Exactly, Tianxiang, how are you feeling?Isn’t Maiden Green handsome.”

“Puh-leeze.”Tian Xiang couldn’t help but laugh.

“What are you laughing at.”

“Master, are your eyes, when you really can’t tell beauty from ugliness?It’s not that I’m rude, at the
moment Mei Tianqing is standing in front of Zhou Mi, and compared to Zhou Mi, it’s as unappealing as
a toad.”

The Green King exhaled, “Nonsense, Zhou Mi is a little white man, it’s not even worth looking at, it’s
just fooling the little girl.”

Heavenly Fragrance trailed off, Master intended to be biased, but no matter what, today Zhou Mi had
made her heart beat faster.Tianxiang looked at Zhou Mi’s every move, but she was actually a little
moved.
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